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Abstract—The amount and availability of user-contributed
image data have been dramatically increased during the past
ten years. Popular multimedia social networks, e.g. Flicker, com-
monly utilize user image data to construct user behavior models,
social preferences, etc., for the purpose of effective advertisement,
better user retention and attraction, and many others. Existing
practices of data utilization, however, seriously deteriorate users’
personal privacy and have led to increasing criticisms and
legislation pressures. In this paper, we aim to construct a privacy-
preserving feature detection scheme over encrypted image data.
The proposed system enables an interested party to perform
a variety of image feature detection tasks, including visual
descriptors in MPEG-7 standard, while protecting user privacy
relating to image contents. We implement a prototype system
based on somewhat homomorphic encryption scheme and the
benchmark Caltech256 database. The experimental results show
that our system can guarantee effective image feature detection
without sacrificing user privacy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the ever-increasing data mining algorithms
are implemented by various social network service (SNS)
providers to discover the users’ behavior preferences, social
links, etc. As over six million images are being uploaded to
SNS providers everyday [1], the user-contributed image data
becomes a key enabler to these mining applications. More
and more SNS providers cooperate with interested parties
like advertisers or retailers in mining these massive data for
tremendous business interests.

However, the participation of interested parties in the user-
contributed data analysis compromises users’ privacy at dif-
ferent levels. The analyzed data may reveal private infor-
mation, including personal identity, home address, or even
financial profiles. A recently revealed privacy invasion to user-
contributed data is from PRISM [2]. In this program, the
security authority inspects and analyzes the private data of
the millions of users. As a typical example of cooperative
interested party in current scheme, the security authority has
little-to-none controlled access to user-contributed data. Public
concerns and criticisms on existing data mining schemes of
interested party increase unprecedentedly [3].

There is an emerging research field on discovering solutions
to enable image processing over encrypted image data [4], [5],
[16], [17]. In secure multimedia data search [4], [16], the au-
thors propose designs to protect the privacy of the query image
when searching over a public database by utilizing oblivious
retrieval techniques. Other works focus on extracting/detecting
image feature in the ciphertext domain. In [5], [6], a scheme

is proposed to utilize Paillier encryption scheme to enable a
secure local feature detection (SIFT) in the ciphertext domain
(Detials refer to Sec. V).

In this paper, we focus on providing a solution to enable an
interested party to detect global feature of image data without
compromising users’ privacy. In the proposed system, the
interested party performs image feature detection algorithms
to generate the image features from the encrypted image
data shared by SNS provider. After that, as an example
application in target advertising, it can utilize the similarities
(Euclidean distances) between the extracted features of the
users’ images and the benchmark images to identify target
users. The challenge lies in how to preserve the privacy of
users’ image against the interested party, while enabling the
functionalities of the image global feature detection algorithms
over encrypted data. To address the challenge, we propose
a privacy-preserving image feature detection system. It uti-
lizes the homomorphic properties of Somewhat Homomorphic
Encryption (SHE) scheme to decompose the existing image
feature detection algorithms into circuit-level operations that
can be performed in the ciphertext domain.

Compared to existing works, the contributions of this paper
can be summarized as follows: To the best of our knowl-
edge, the proposed system is the first to enable the privacy-
preserving image feature detection with the involvement of
interested parties. Specifically, it reconstructs the image global
feature detection algorithms from MPEG-7 standard in the
ciphertext domain by utilizing circuit-level homomorphic op-
erations supported by SHE scheme. It analyzes the secu-
rity and gives the proof to justify the privacy-preserving
guarantee of the proposed system. It describes a complete
implementation and reports the results across hundreds of
images from Caltech256 image database. The implementation
evaluation shows the correctness and effectiveness of the
proposed design. The remaining of this paper is organized as
follows: The problem formulation is described in Sec. II. The
constructions of privacy-preserving image feature detection
system are proposed in Sec. III, followed by the performance
evaluation in Sec. IV. Finally, the related work and conclusion
are presented in Sec. V and VI.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Model
As shown in Fig. 1, the proposed system consists of two

main entities: SNS Provider (SP) and Interested Party (IP):
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Figure 1. System Model

SP holds massive user-contributed image data and intends
to sell the privilege of mining these data to IP for business
interest. In addition, it is also under an obligation to protect
the privacy of these user-contributed data. IP may represents
an individual or an enterprise, which is interested in mining
the features of the users’ image data collected by SP and
intends to utilize them in applications for different purposes,
e.g. targeted advertising and security surveillance. Due to SP’s
obligation on protecting the privacy of image data, IP should
not be allowed to access the content or the features of user-
contributed image data in plaintext domain. The proposed
system consists of two phases. One is Data Preprocessing:
During the data preprocessing phase, for an image I , SP
prepares C ← Encode(I) and sends C to IP, where Encode(·)
is an encoding algorithm that enables feature detection over
the encrypted image C. Such encoding algorithm should be
lightweight and support as many feature detection algorithms
as possible. Hence, SP only needs to encode its image data
once, and the major computation work over the encoded image
data is taken by IP. The other is Image Feature Detection: IP
performs feature detection algorithms over the encoded image
data C to detect the encrypted features. The proposed system
focuses on implementing popular visual descriptor algorithms:
color descriptor in the ciphertext domain. Afterward, these
detected image features can be processed to compute the
similarities (Euclidean distance) for image matching or other
applications. Meanwhile, the privacy of the image data is
protected against IP.

In our design, IP gets the maximum flexibility and scala-
bility to control the image feature detection procedures. An
essential procedure in image matching-the computation of
similarities among feature vectors is performed by IP. In fact,
for image matching, SP only needs to perform decryption
for the matching results of each application, since SP only
needs to encrypt the image and upload its ciphertext once. If
SP undertakes the feature computation by itself and uploads
the encrypted features instead of the image, the flexibility of
the design would be poor. SP has to perform the feature
computation over the whole image database, encrypt and
upload them again, once the parameters of feature computation
are changed by IP. Note that the benchmark image may
contain private information. Thus, it is required to be protected
against SP in certain applications, e.g. face recognition and
medical images.

B. Design Goals
Security: The proposed system should enable the outsourc-

ing of image feature detection algorithms without compromis-
ing the privacy of the image data against IP. In other words,

IP can only get the size and format of each image. In our
design, both IP and SP are assumed to be curious-but-honest.
Since the feature detection phase is non-interactive, we define
the privacy as indistinguishability of two encoded images with
the same size and format for all probabilistic polynomial-time
adversaries A:

Pr[A(Cb, I0, I1) = b)] =
1

2
+ negl(κ)

in which b is randomly chosen from {0, 1}, plaintexts of I0
and I1 is given to A, κ is the security parameter, and negl()
is a negligible function of κ.

Effectiveness: The effectiveness of the image features gen-
erated by the proposed system should be approximate to the
output of the original image feature detection algorithms.
This means that if all entities honestly run the system, the
image features detected by IP in ciphertext domain should be
approximate to the features detected in plaintext domain. And
the effectiveness of these features on further applications also
should similar to the features from the original algorithms.

III. SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION

A. Data Preprocessing
In order to encrypt the image data, we utilize the most recent

RLWE based Somewhat Homomorphic Encryption (SHE)
scheme from [7] to realize such encryption process in SP.
We define SHE scheme to be a tuple of algorithms: SHE =
(SH.Gen,SH.Enc,SH.Add,SH.Mult,SH.Dec). Among
these algorithms, SH.Gen defines the secret key sk from
sampling a ring element. It randomly generates ring elements
a1, e, and computes the public key pk = (a0 = −a1s−te, a1).
The SH.Enc and SH.Dec are shown below:

SH.Enc(pk,m) = ct = (c0, c1) (1)

where c0 = a0u+ tg +m, c1 = a1u+ tf , and

SH.Dec(sk, ct) = m =
δ∑

i=0

cis
i(mod t); (2)

The homomorphic properties on addition and multiplication
of SHE scheme are briefly described as follows:

SH.Add(ct, ct′) = (c0 + c′0, ..., cmax + c′max); (3)

SH.Mult(ct, ct′) = (

δ∑
i=0

civ
i)× (

δ∑
i=0

c′iv
i); (4)

The above properties are valid within the finite homomorphic
additions and multiplications. Assume that a pixel of image I
at position (x, y) is represented as

I(x, y) = (Rx,y, Gx,y, Bx,y) = (r
(x,y)
j , ..., g

(x,y)
j , ..., b

(x,y)
j )

where j = {0, ..., 7}, in a RGB color format.
We define the encoding algorithm as shown in Alg. 1.

The notation κ represents the security parameter, in which,
the dimension of the polynomial n, the modulus q, the
message space t, the error parameter σ and the bound of
the multiplication D are configured as the security parameter
κ. And C(x, y) stands for a bitwise ciphertext of a pixel
value at position (x, y) represented in a RGB color model:
C(x, y) = (ctr7 , ..., ctr0 , ctg7 , ..., ctg0 , ctb7 , ..., ctb0), where
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Algorithm 1 SHE base Image Encoding

Input:
The matrix of pixels for current processed image I;

Output:
The encrypted image matrix C

1: (pk, sk) ← SH.Gen(1κ);
2: for All (x, y) ∈ I do
3: Encrypting the Image I:

∀(x, y) in I : C(x, y) ← SH.Enc(pk, I(x, y));
4: end for
5: return The ciphertext matrix C.

ct∗ = (c1,∗, c2,∗). Note that the homomorphic comparison
between bitwise ciphertexts is much more efficient than in
integer-wise ciphertexts. Meanwhile, the bitwise ciphertexts
are able to be packed into a single ciphertext as the integer-
wise ciphertext, which is more efficient in homomorphic
multiplications and additions. Here, we briefly show the
packing technique from [7]. It packs n bitwise ciphertexts
of {bn−1, ..., b0} into a single integer-wise ciphertext of a
polynomial b(x) = bn−1x

n−1 + ... + b0: Given n ciphertexts
(c0,i, c1,i) from the encryption of the bits {bi}, the ciphertext
cint of the binary integer bn−1...b0 is transformed from:

cint = (
∑n−1

i=0 c0,ix
i,
∑n−1

i=0 c1,ix
i) (5)

This is easy to see that the packing of bitwise encrypted
ciphertext utilizes the homomorphic evaluation properties of
the scheme. Thus, it potentially requires a higher dimension
to contain all the bits together, as a longer ciphertext to be
operated in the corresponding operations in the SHE scheme.

B. Image Feature Detection
Color is one of the most expressive features in image recog-

nition. This paper focuses on color descriptors from visual
descriptors in MPEG-7 standard [8]. In this standard, the most
fundamental quality of visual content is color descriptor. There
are four descriptors that are defined to describe color: three
of them represent in the form of color histogram, and the
rest one captures the spatial distribution of color in an image
by discrete cosine transform with quantization as shown in the
following parts. More detailed information regarding the color
descriptors can be found in the references and other related
MPEG-7 documents.

1) Color Descriptor: Histogram Descriptor: In color fea-
ture detection, one of the most fundamental and popular
feature descriptors is histogram descriptor. Three prevalent
color descriptors in MPEG-7: Dominant Color Descriptor
(DCD), Scalable Color Descriptor (SCD), and Color Structure
Descriptor (CSD) are all generated from a color histogram
vector [8]. With respect to DCD, SCD, and CSD, the color
histogram is an indispensable component [9]. Note that some
color descriptors require color model conversion, e.g. color
model transforms from RGB to YCbCr. It is simple to map
one color space to another. For example, the RGB model
can map into the YCbCr model by multiplying a 3 × 3
constant matrix. The details of color model conversions and
scaling procedures in transforming a color histogram to an
individual color descriptor are various according to different
color model and color descriptors. Thus, the descriptions of
these transformation are omitted in this paper.

Input Image Buckets 
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Histogram 
Element 
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Histogram 
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Figure 2. The Detection Process of Image Histogram

In order to compute the histogram vector in the cipher-
text domain, the system needs to enable the comparisons of
ciphertexts. The basic idea in enabling these homomorphic
comparisons is to utilize a private information retrieval alike
technique. Fig. 2 shows the workflow of privacy-preserving
image color histogram detection algorithm. Note that for a
simple expression, instead of SH.Add and SH.Mult, we use
⊕, �, and ⊗ to represent homomorphic addition, subtraction
(very similar to addition), and multiplication. The privacy-
preserving binary-based RGB image histogram extraction con-
sists of three stages. The detailed procedures are described as
follows:
Buckets Separation: We separate the space of the colors into
buckets. In our instance, the RGB space is separated into 64
buckets by dividing each color space into 4 buckets. Note that
the size of the buckets is tunable, which could be 512, 4096,
etc. Here we use 64 buckets as an illustrative example. Recall
that x̄ = 1 − x when x ∈ {0, 1}. For an image ciphertext
C, IP invokes Bucketize(C) to generate bucket labels for
each pixel. The bucketization algorithm is shown in Alg. 2.
The output bucket labels Rbin1, ..., Bbin4 are encrypted binary
values. For example, in each color domain, there are four
binary labels and only one multiplication is the ciphertext of
1. This procedure enables the privacy-preserving comparison
of different values to compute an encrypted histogram vector
without leaking any additional information.
Histogram Element Generation: The histogram element
Ch(x,y) is computed through multiplications of each bucket
labels: Ch(x,y) = (Rbin1

⊗Gbin1
⊗Bbin1

, ..., Rbin4
⊗Gbin4

⊗
Bbin4

) A histogram element contains 64 multiplications of
buckets’ labels, in which only one of them is the ciphertext
of integer 1, others are ciphertexts of 0.
Summation of Histogram Element : The summation of the
histogram element Ch(x,y) is the ciphertext of the color his-
togram vector CHI

=
∑

x,y Ch(x,y). Here, the length of CHI

is 64, which could be 512 and etc. This procedure completes
the computation process of histogram descriptor.

2) Color Descriptor: Color Layout Descriptor: The Color
Layout Descriptor (CLD) captures the spatial layout of the
representative colors on a grid superimposed over a region,
which is based on coefficients of the DCT. This is a very
compact descriptor being highly efficient in fast browsing and
search applications. As shown in Fig. 3, the detection process
of CLD consists of four stages:
Image Partitioning : In the image partitioning stage, the

encrypted image is divided into 64 blocks to guarantee the
invariance to resolution or scale. As an encrypted image is
represented by a [M×N ] matrix, the partitioned form contains
64 matrices, each of which has the size [M/8×N/8].

Representative Color Selection: After the partitioning, a
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Algorithm 2 Bucketization

Input:
The encrypted image matrix: C;

Output:
The bucket labels: Rbin1, ..., Bbin4;

1: for All (x, y) ∈ I do
2: C(x, y), compute cr̄j = c1�crj , similar to cḡj and cb̄j ,

where j = {1, ...7}, in which c1 = SH.Enc(pk, 1);
3: Compute bucket labels: Rbin1

= cr̄7 ⊗ cr̄6 ; Rbin2
=

cr7⊗cr̄6 ; Rbin3 = cr̄7⊗cr6 ; Rbin4 = cr7⊗cr6 ; Gbin1 =
cḡ7⊗cḡ6 ; Gbin2 = cg7⊗cḡ6 ; Gbin3 = cḡ7⊗cg6 ; Gbin4 =
cg7⊗cg6 ; Bbin1

= cb̄7⊗cb̄6 ; Bbin2
= cb7⊗cb̄6 ; Bbin3

=
cb̄7 ⊗ cb6 ; Bbin4 = cb7 ⊗ cb6 ;

4: end for
5: return The 12 bucket labels: Rbin1, ..., Bbin4;.

single representative color is selected from each block. The
MPEG-7 standard recommends the use of the average of
the pixel colors in a block as the corresponding repre-
sentative color, which is simpler and achieves a sufficient
description accuracy. The selection results in a tiny image
icon of size 8 × 8 is Avg = M×N

64

∑
x,y in block Ii(x, y).

The Average value represented in the ciphertext domain is
CAvg = Q64

∑⊕
x,y in block C(x, y). Note that Q64 represents

a scaling factor for the average value. Once the tiny image
icon is obtained, the color space conversion between RGB
and YCbCr is applied.
DCT Transformation: In this stage, the luminance (Y),

the blue and red chrominance (Cb and Cr) of a block are
transformed into an 8 × 8 DCT matrix, consisting of three
sets of 64 DCT coefficients. Different from the Paillier based
scheme in [10], we propose a SHE based scheme to calculate
the DCT in a 2D array. The formulas over the plaintext domain
are shown as follows:

Bpq = αpαq

M−1∑
m=0

N−1∑
n=0

Amncos
π(2m+ 1)p

2M
cos

π(2n+ 1)q

2N
(6)

where, 0 ≤ p ≤ M − 1, 0 ≤ q ≤ N − 1, Amn is a scaling
factor for DCT algorithm, and with

αp =

{ 1√
M
, p = 0√

2
M , 1 ≤ p ≤ M − 1

(7)

αq =

{ 1√
N
, q = 0√

2
N , 1 ≤ q ≤ N − 1

(8)

The corresponding integer DCT is defined as

Bpq = αpαq

M−1∑
m=0

N−1∑
n=0

AmnC(m, p)C(n, q) (9)

where

C(m, p) = [Qmcos
π(2m+ 1)p

2M
] (10)

C(n, q) = [Qncos
π(2n+ 1)q

2N
] (11)

Qm and Qn are suitable scaling factors for the cosine values.

Input Image 
Partitioning 

Representative 
color selection 

DCT 
Zigzag scanning 
and weighting 

CLD 

Figure 3. The Detection Process of Color Layout Descriptor

Now, IP needs to generate C(m, p) and C(n, q) for different
partitioning parameters in DCT transformation. Since the
matrices C(m, p) and C(n, q) are public parameters (inde-
pendent from the content of the image), IP is able to generate
corresponding ciphertexts of these matrices before performing
the detection algorithm.

CM = {cM |cM (m, p) = SH.Enc(pk, C(m, p))} (12)

CN = {cN |cN (n, q) = SH.Enc(pk, C(n, q))} (13)

Here we use CM and CN to represent two encrypted cosine
factor matrix. As shown in Alg. 3, IP generates the DCT
coefficients CBpq

from the representative color, which is the
average color CAvg represented in the ciphertext domain.

Zigzag Scanning : A zigzag scanning is performed with the
three sets of 64 DCT coefficients (the YCbCr color space),
following the scheme presented in Fig 3. The purpose of the
zigzag scanning is to group the low frequency coefficients
of the 8x8 matrix. Finally, the system outputs the three sets
of matrices CBpq corresponding to the CLD of the encrypted
image as the image feature. This completes the detection
process of CLD.

C. Security Analysis

We evaluate the security of the proposed system by showing
that the encrypted image data and the detected feature vectors
in the ciphertext domain do not reveal any information to IP
except the size and format of the image.

Theorem 3.1: If the underlying SHE scheme is IND-CPA
secure, the proposed system protects private information of the
image in the sense that two encrypted images are computa-
tionally indistinguishable.
Proof Sketch. In the proposed system, all the uploaded private
images are encrypted under SHE scheme. The encrypted
images are computationally indistinguishable, if the underlying
SHE scheme is IND-CPA secure. Due to the space limitation,
the reduction procedures are briefly described as follows: A
probabilistic polynomial-time simulator is constructed to take
the encrypted detection results from IP as input. It simulates
IP’s view during the execution of the corresponding image
feature detection procedures. Depending on the input detection
results, the simulator generates the corresponding ciphertexts
that IP processes in Sec. III. Then, these ciphertexts are
utilized to determine the values of the image data over the
plaintext domain. The above reduction completes the proof
of Theorem 3.1: The computational indistinguishablility of
encrypted image follows the IND-CPA security of the RLWE
based SHE scheme performed by SP.
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Algorithm 3 DCT Transformation

Input:
The representative color CAvg;

Output:
The DCT coefficients: CBpq

;
1: Generate encrypted computation parameters:

CM = SH.Enc(pk,Qmcosπ(2m+1)p
2M ),

CN = SH.Enc(pk,Qncos
π(2n+1)q

2N ),
Cαp = SH.Enc(pk, αp), and
Cαq = SH.Enc(pk, αp);

2: for All (x, y) ∈ I do
3: Compute CBpq

= Cαp
⊗

Cαq

∑M−1
⊕,m=0

∑N−1
⊕,n=0 CAvg(m,n) ⊗ CM (m, p) ⊗

CN (n, q);
4: end for
5: return The DCT coefficients: CBpq ;

Moreover, in the image feature detection phase, the cloud
server gains no access to td or any other additional information
about the image data. Thus, the security of the scheme relies on
the polynomial LWE assumption. As in the work from [11],
we only need to consider the security against the distinguishing
attack of [12]. Specifically, for given security parameters of
the SHE scheme, we can deduce the optimal value of Hermite
factor δ:

lg(δ) =
1

nlg(q)
(
lg2( cqσ )

4
) (14)

In order to determine specific parameters, the value of n and
prime q are fixed. This allows us to utilize the heuristic run-
time estimate of the distinguishing attack [12] to solve the
Eq. 14 from [7]:

lgtAdv =
1.9

lgδ
− 110 (15)

In fact, the best accuracy an adversary can achieve in this
game is at the probability of (1/2)log[q], in which q belongs
to the security parameter κ.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We implement the proposed system on the Java 6 Standard
runtime environment update 24, on an Intel Core 2 Duo
processor at 2.1GHz with 4 GB of RAM running Linux.
The experiments are conducted on a real database from
Caltech256 [13]. It contains 30,252 images, and 102 cate-
gories. The largest category contains 802 images. Without
loss of generality, The key parameters of SHE scheme are the
dimension of the polynomial n, the modulus q, the message
space t and the bound of the multiplication D are configured
as the security parameter κ. The instantiation of SHE scheme
provides the security level of 128 bits.

A. Correctness Evaluation

The correctness of the proposed system is analyzed from the
view of mathematics. We conduct the experiments regarding
comparison between feature vectors detected in the ciphertext
domain and the plaintext domain. Denote β to be a detected
feature vector from the detection algorithm in the plaintext
domain, and β′ to be a feature vector from the proposed system
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after decoding. We define the error of the proposed system as:

Errβ′ = ‖β − β′

β′ ‖

Fig. IV and Fig. IV illustrate the average error rate and
PSNR of various color descriptors, respectively. In Fig. IV,
the maximum error rate of descriptors in the proposed system
is lower than 1.6%. The error is introduced by the fixed
point numbers in numerical system implementation and the
ciphertext comparison procedures of algorithms. Among vari-
ous descriptors, the DCD has the highest error rate and lowest
PSNR. This is caused by the high accuracy requirement on
ciphertext comparison for detecting the dominant color.

B. Effectiveness Evaluation

For assessing the effectiveness of the proposed system in
real applications, the experiments focus on the precision of
the similarity comparison results. Basically, the experiments
are analogous to the application of privacy-preserving image
similarity comparison described in Sec. II. To generate a test-
ing dataset, we randomly select 10 commonly used categories,
each of which contains 100 images. Among these categories,
10 images per category are selected as benchmark images
owned by IP. The rest of images are considered as users’
images from SP. Each of the users’ images and the benchmark
images is encoded and the corresponding feature vector (CLD)
is detected in the ciphertext domain by the proposed system.
Then these encrypted feature vectors of users’ images and
benchmark images are compared by computing the Euclidean
distance between them in the ciphertext domain. The results
regarding the top-k similar images are examined here.

In the experiments, we solely compare the results of simi-
larity comparison in the ciphertext domain with the results of
comparison over plaintext domain. Based on criterion in [14],
we define the precision criterion of the similarity comparison
results as:

precision =
#{relevant image ∩ retrieved image}

#{ retrieved image}
The relevant image is defined as the ground truth from the
comparison over the plaintext domain. Table 4 shows the
precision of the proposed system of top-k similar images to
the benchmark images, where k = 1, 2, 3, 5, 10. When k ≤ 2,
the average precision is above 95%. The comparison results
over different domains are almost the same. The proposed
system does not compromise the precision of image similarity
comparison. When k ≥ 3, the precision of the system reduces,
but remains above 80% in average. It is expected that the
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Category k=1 k=2 k=3 k=5 k=10
ant 98% 96% 95% 95% 90%

airplane 97% 95% 90% 82% 70%
anchor 97% 93% 90% 88% 84%
chair 94% 91% 85% 83% 63%

camera 98% 90% 86% 82% 76%
motorbikes 95% 91% 84% 75% 69%

Figure 4. The average precision of CLD on Caltech256 with 10 categories

precision can be improved, if advanced feature detection
algorithm or classifier are further implemented.

C. Efficiency Evaluation

To enhance the efficiency, we implement batching tech-
niques from [7] and [15]. Given n images that being selected,
the number of pixels that can be batched into one ciphertext of
1024 bits is 1024/(b+ log2n), where b is the total number of
bits for representing numbers. In the experiments, we manage
to batch 15 elements to adapt the accuracy concern. The
parameters are configured to fit the proposed system.

In order to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed system,
the experiments are conducted regarding the time cost of data
preprocessing phase and image feature detection phase. Fig. 5
plots the time spent in the two phases of detection algorithms
with different types for an image with size of 438× 256. The
plot shows that the CLD algorithm has the highest time com-
plexity, since it requires the highest degree of multiplication
in transformation stage and color space conversion procedure.
The time cost of the proposed system remains to be fully
practical, i.e. about the order of minute. However, compared
with the basic computation over SHE scheme in [7], it has
been improved with an acceptable efficiency.

V. RELATED WORK

The global image feature detection system in the ciphertext
domain is proposed to explore the prospects of private image
computation outsourcing, inspired by works in [4], [5], [16].
The secure image retrieval allows content-based search over
encrypted multimedia databases. Therefore, it offers flexible
approaches to manage private multimedia collections online.
In [4], the features extracted from image are encrypted in a
distance-preserving scheme to enable the direct comparisons
for similarity evaluation. In [16], the current search indexes
for multimedia data are encrypted while achieving an efficient
searching functionality. However, as to the common privacy-
preserving computation scenarios, it requires to protect both
input and output privacy of the image while outsourcing the
computation procedures. The most similar work to this paper
is Hsu’s work [5], [6]. They propose a scheme based on the
homomorphic properties of Paillier cryptosystem to enable a
secure SIFT computation over the ciphertext. However, their
scheme has a serious drawback in their homomorphic compar-
ison algorithm, which leads to an impractical complutational
complexity on cloud side (e.g. Assuming a 512-bits modulus,
2256 multiplications are required to perform one comparison).

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed a privacy-preserving global fea-
ture detection system over encrypted image data. The proposed
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Figure 5. Time Complexity of Encryption Phase and Feature Detection Phase

system transforms the color descriptor detection algorithms de-
signed for plaintext into circuit-level homomorphic operations
for ciphertext. We constructed a prototype system for detect-
ing various color descriptors. The security of the proposed
system was analyzed and proved. The experiments based on
Caltech256 image database show that the proposed system
is correct and effective for different color descriptors and
categories of image. As our ongoing work, we will continue to
research on privacy-preserving image detection algorithms for
the effective utilization over encrypted data. Interesting prob-
lems include designing more complicated privacy-preserving
local feature detection algorithms like SIFT, and analyzing
the influence of privacy-preserving mechanisms to the image
retrieval algorithms.
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